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CORNER DATA

All corners in and about the areas surveyed were looked for extensively before and during the survey. Henry Meldrum surveyed this township in 1873, at which time the area was heavily burned and covered with snags; hence he only set stones for corners and scribed no BTs. He made very few line calls. In some cases old blazes on snags were found which led to finding the original stone. It is doubtful he set any stones for the 1/4 corners between sections 1 and 2, and sections 2 and 3. We looked thoroughly for both these corners and could find nothing. He surveyed the entire township in only 13 days, so he must have taken a few short cuts. He could see north to the town line from both the SE and the SW corners and seeing he had closed did not bother to go to set the 1/4 corners. An erroneous creek call leading to the east 1/4 corner of section 2 also led us to make this assumption. In all cases the stones we found had well-defined notches, grooves or 1/4 scribed on them which left no doubt they were the original stone, although some stones were badly flaked or crumbling.

N 1/4 CORNER SECTION 3 REMONUMENTED

Set 1" X 36" pipe with brass cap marked 1/4 ORLS 650 by original stone with 1/4 still visible from which

A fir 21" bears N 63° 11.8 feet, on which
I scribed T3S R7W S1/4 S 3 1/2 BT

A fir 35" bears S23° W 15.4 feet on which
I scribed T3S R7W N1/4 S 3 BT